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Abstract Ice crystals commonly adopt a horizontal orientation under certain aerodynamic and

electrodynamic conditions that occur in the atmosphere. While the radiative impact of horizontally

oriented ice crystals (HOIC) has been theoretically studied with respect to their impact on shortwave

cloud albedo, the longwave impact remains unexplored. This work analyzes the occurrence of HOIC at

Summit, Greenland, from July 2015 to June 2017. Using polarization lidar and ancillary atmospheric

sensors, ice crystal orientations are identified and used to interpret cloud radiative impact on the surface

radiation budget. We find HOIC occur in at least 25.6% of all ice‐only column observations. We find

that the shortwave impact of HOIC is to increase cloud radiative effect by approximately 22% for a given

solar zenith angle. We also find that the longwave impact of HOIC compared to randomly oriented ice

crystals are statistically different at the p < 0.01 significance level, increasing the surface radiative effect

by approximately 8% for clouds with infrared optical depths < ~1. We suggest that the observed difference

between the surface radiative effect for clouds containing randomly oriented ice crystals and HOIC may

be due to enhanced scattering, but this hypothesis needs to be further explored with more detailed

observations and modeling.

Plain Language Summary Because of their shape, ice crystals can fall from clouds with a

preferential horizontal orientation due to drag forces acting on their surfaces. Using novel remote sensing

techniques, we identify the occurrence of preferentially oriented ice crystals and attempt to quantify the

impact of ice crystal orientation on the surface environment at a field site in the Arctic. We observe, to

our knowledge, for the first time, statistically significant differences in the radiative properties of ice

clouds containing preferentially oriented ice crystals from those containing no detectable preferentially

oriented ice crystals. We suggest a hypothesis that may explain this difference, but note it requires further

testing to fully analyze and define methods to explore the mechanism further.

1. Introduction

The influence of clouds on the surface energy budget is referred to as the cloud radiative effect (CRE). Clouds

warm the surface by emitting longwave (LW) radiation but also cool it by reflecting incoming shortwave

(SW) radiation. CRE depends strongly on both the microphysical and macrophysical properties of the cloud

including optical depth (OD), phase, and temperature, as well as environmental conditions such as solar

zenith angle (SZA), underlying surface albedo, and surface temperature (Corti & Peter, 2009; Cox et al.,

2014; Curry & Ebert, 1992; Ramanathan et al., 1989; Shupe & Intrieri, 2004). On average, clouds cool the sur-

face globally (Matus & L'Ecuyer, 2017). However, in the polar regions where surface albedo is significantly

higher than the global average, clouds generally warm the surface, except in the summer when the mini-

mum SZAs and surface albedo occur (Curry & Ebert, 1992; Intrieri et al., 2002; Kay & L'Ecuyer, 2013). At

sites with high year‐round surface albedo, this cooling effect is minimized. Miller et al. (2015) found that

over the central Greenland ice sheet (GrIS), clouds almost always warm the surface even in the summer with

minimum SZAs.
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Characterizing the determining factors of cloudOD is essential for understanding CRE. These factors include

the vertical distribution, concentration, phase, size, and orientation of the population of hydrometeors

(Curry & Ebert, 1992). Larger OD increases cloud albedo but also increases the opacity to outgoing LW radia-

tion (Chen et al., 2000). Microphysical composition, whether liquid, ice, or both, has a significant impact on a

cloud's radiative properties (Matus & L'Ecuyer, 2017; Morrison et al., 2012; Shupe & Intrieri, 2004). Sun and

Shine (1994) found that the amount of radiation reflected from liquid clouds is between two and four times

the amount reflected by ice clouds given the same total water path and SZA. This is largely due to microphy-

sical differences between populations of cloud liquid and ice particles. Ice crystals within a cloud are typically

larger, and less numerous, than liquid droplets (Shupe & Intrieri, 2004). This size difference causes less sur-

face area per unit water and decreases the overall OD unless compensated for by other mechanisms, such as

preferential orientation. Although the relationship between size and concentration is significant in both

liquid and ice clouds, preferential orientation, a property specific to ice crystals, is also an important consid-

eration. As a result of their asymmetry, the orientation of ice crystals significantly affects their interaction

with incident radiation and therefore affects the resulting CRE (Hirakata et al., 2014).

Ice crystals with Reynolds numbers between ~1 and ~100 are known to adopt a preferred orientation in the

atmosphere due to drag forces encountered when falling (Keat & Westbrook, 2017; Klett, 1995; Platt, 1978;

Sassen, 1980, 1984; Takano & Liou, 1989, 1993; Thomas & Cartwright, 1990; Tricker, 1971; Westbrook et al.,

2010; Whipple, 1940). The preferred orientation is typically horizontal with its largest surface area parallel to

the Earth's surface (Hashino et al., 2014; Ji &Wang, 1999; Kajikawa, 1992). Although ice crystal habits, such

as Parry‐oriented columns, are known to adopt the same kind of preferred orientation (Sassen & Takano,

2000; Thomas & Cartwright, 1990), horizontally oriented ice crystals (HOIC) are typically thought to have

planar habits with significantly faceted areas (i.e., hexagonal or stellar plates and branched or dendritic pla-

nar crystals) (Bréon & Dubrulle, 2004; Westbrook et al., 2010). Ice crystals are also well known to adopt

orientations due to electric fields in clouds (Foster & Hallett, 2002; Vonnegut, 1965).

The orientation of ice crystals within Arctic clouds has recently been explored using the space‐borne Cloud‐

Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) (e.g., Yoshida et al., 2010). Using 18 months of

CALIOP observations, Noel and Chepfer (2010) found over 50% of optically thin ice clouds exhibit charac-

teristics indicative of the presence of HOIC in the Arctic. Zhou et al. (2013) extended this work to look at

both ice and mixed‐phase cloud layers and similarly found that ~40% of clouds over the Arctic contain a sig-

nificant population of HOIC. In addition, both found that the occurrence of HOIC is strongly dependent on

cloud temperature, and by extension ice crystal habit, with a decline in occurrence at temperatures below ‐

30°C. Zhou et al. (2013) showed that this dependence is much more significant for ice‐only clouds. They also

confirm, on a global scale, the results of Westbrook et al. (2010) made at the Chilbolton Observatory. These

results show that, though HOIC can be found in cold ice clouds, HOIC are more common in warm ice and

mixed‐phase clouds like those observed throughout the Arctic (Field et al., 2004; Hogan et al., 2003; Shupe,

2011; Shupe et al., 2011; Westbrook et al., 2010).

Turbulence and vertical motion within a cloud are a defining characteristic of Arctic mixed‐phase clouds

(Morrison et al., 2012) and are known to be essential for their maintenance (Shupe et al., 2008). Such

motions seem contrary to the conditions required for ice crystal orientation but have been found through

theory and observation to have little impact (Breon & Dubrulle, 2004; Klett, 1995; Westbrook et al., 2010).

For typically observed turbulent dissipation rates, the velocity perturbations across ice crystal faces are found

to be ~50 times smaller than their fall speed (Westbrook et al., 2010).

We hypothesize that the presence of HOIC will impact the surface and top‐of‐atmosphere (TOA) energy bal-

ance in both SW and LW.HOIC have been theorized to increase cloud SW albedo by asmuch as 40% (Takano

& Liou, 1989). To our knowledge, only the impact of HOIC on incoming SW radiation has been reported

(Hess &Wiegner, 1994; Sassen et al., 2003; Takano & Liou, 1989). There have been no previous observational

studies exploring the CRE implications of clouds with and without HOIC on both SW and LW radiation at

the surface or TOA, though the anisotropic scattering of HOIC is well established via modeling studies.

2. Methods and Data Sources

Noel and Chepfer (2010) and Zhou et al. (2013) separate populations of HOIC from randomly oriented ice

crystals (ROIC) by comparing observations containing specular and non‐specular reflections, respectively.
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Advancements in polarimetric active remote sensing have allowed for HOIC to be unambiguously identified

with a single instrument without requiring specular reflections (Hayman et al., 2012, 2014; Hayman &

Thayer, 2012). Neely et al. (2013) and Stillwell et al. (2018) have utilized these advancements to observe

HOIC over the GrIS as part of the Integrated Characterization of Energy, Clouds, Atmospheric state, and

Precipitation at Summit (ICECAPS) project.

Summit, Greenland, is located 3212 m above mean sea level (AMSL) on top of the GrIS at 72.6°N, 38.5°W. In

2010, the ICECAPS project established an intensive cloud observatory at Summit capable of measuring

atmospheric turbulent and thermodynamic properties as well as cloud properties (Shupe et al., 2013).

Here, we use observations from ICECAPS and NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory Global

Monitoring Division (GMD) in conjunction with estimates of clear‐sky fluxes calculated by the Rapid

Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) to assess the CRE of HOIC over Summit from July 2015 to June 2017.

2.1. Data Sources

The ICECAPS instrumentation includes the Cloud Aerosol Polarization and Backscatter Lidar (CAPABL),

twice‐daily radiosonde profiles, the Polar Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (P‐AERI), the

Millimeter Cloud Radar (MMCR), and a pair of microwave radiometers (MWRs). In addition to ICECAPS

measurements, we also use GMD's observation of stratospheric ozone (O3), broadband solar and thermal

irradiance, and surface CO2. A list of relevant instruments, instrument uptime, and resolutions is given in

Table 1 and described here in more detail.

Assessment of cloud phase and ice crystal orientation is made using CAPABL, the only instrument at

Summit capable of unambiguously identifying HOIC. To identify HOIC, CAPABL makes observations of

diattenuation and depolarization using the theory of Hayman and Thayer (2012). HOIC exhibit nonzero

values of both depolarization and diattenuation when observed at oblique angles, while ROIC only exhibit

nonzero values of depolarization (Neely et al., 2013). This information is used to classify range resolved

observations as clear‐air, liquid‐containing, ROIC, or HOIC voxels. The range resolved data classification

is aggregated into a single column identification (hereafter the CAPABL single column identification or

CSCI) to specify if the atmospheric column overhead contains clear‐air, liquid, ROIC, or HOIC and to facil-

itate the interpretation of non‐range resolved measurements. Both classifications are described by Stillwell

et al. (2018) and are used without modification. This procedure is summarized in Appendix A for reference.

Note that pure liquid‐containing clouds are rare at Summit. Liquid identifications almost always contain a

subpopulation of ice that is unresolvable. Thus, liquid voxels/columns almost exclusively contain mixed‐

Table 1

Summary of Data Products Used for This Study and the Resolutions at Which They Are Natively Acquired

Instrument Product used Product type Uptime
a

Vertical resolution Temporal resolution Reference

CAPABL •Classification

•CSCI

•RR

•Column

97.9% 25.4 m ~82 s Neely et al., 2013

Stillwell et al., 2018

MMCR •Doppler moments

•IWC

•IWP

•RR

•RR

•Column

97.5% 87.5 m ~8 s Moran et al. 1998

Clothiaux et al. 1999

Shupe et al., 2005

MWR •LWP

•PWV

•Temperature

•Column

•Column

•RR

62.1% See Miller et al., 2013 ~100 s Turner et al., 2007

Cadeddu et al., 2013

Miller et al., 2013

P‐AERI •10.4 μm radiance

•IR OD

•Column

•Column

97.5% ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ~25 s Knuteson et al., 2004a

Knuteson et al., 2004b

Radiosonde •Temperature

•Pressure

•Relative humidity

•RR

•RR

•RR

96.7% ~5 m 12 hr Shupe et al., 2013

Ozonesonde •O3 number density •RR 91.4% 100 m Weekly NOAAOZWV, 2017

Flask samples •CO2 •Point 100% ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Monthly Dlugokencky et al., 2017

Broadband radiation •0.285–2.8 μm irradiance

•3.5–50 μm irradiance

•Hem

•Hem

98.1% ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 60 s NOAAGRAD, 2017

Note: References further describing the definition or detail of these products are also provided. Abbreviations: RR = range resolved; Hem = hemispheric.
a
Note that here we consider continuously running instruments like CAPABL, MMCR, MWR, P‐AERI, and Broadband Radiation “up” if the instrument is
actively taking data, running automated housekeeping, or running automated calibration scans. Non‐automated actions are not included. For intermittent mea-
surements, like sondes and flask samples, we take the number of expected measurements vs. the number actually collected.
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phase voxels/columns. Hereafter, liquid, as described by Stillwell et al. (2018), is referred to as mixed‐phase

to more accurately represent their physical state.

Refinement of the CSCI is achieved using MWR data. Column integrated liquid water path (LWP) and pre-

cipitable water vapor are retrieved using physical retrievals (Turner et al., 2007) and optimal estimation of

microwave brightness temperatures (Cadeddu et al., 2013). LWP is used to evaluate the CSCI where columns

identified as mixed‐phase must contain a nonzero LWP (i.e., LWP above the retrieval uncertainty, ~5 g/m2),

and columns labeled clear‐air, ROIC, or HOIC must have zero LWP (below retrieval uncertainty).

To estimate the clear‐sky fluxes necessary to calculate CRE, an assessment of the vertical profile of atmo-

spheric temperature and moisture is provided up to ~25 km AMSL from twice‐daily radiosonde profiles.

Above the height of individual radiosonde profiles, the thermodynamic structure is estimated using forecasts

from the European Center for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the NRLMSIS‐00 model

(Hedin, 1985; Labitzke et al., 1985; Picone et al., 2002). Precipitable water vapor measurements are used

to scale humidity profile measurements as described by Miller et al. (2015). In the lowest kilometer above

the surface, the temperature profiles between radiosonde profiles are retrieved fromMWR data as described

by Miller et al. (2013).

Clear‐sky flux estimates also require an estimate of the concentration of several trace gases. We utilize

monthly surface flask sample measurements (Dlugokencky et al., 2017) to estimate a vertically constant

CO2 mixing ratio. O3 mixing ratio profiles from the surface to the stratosphere are estimated from weekly

ozonesondes (NOAAOZWV, 2017). N2O, CO, CH4, and O2 concentrations are estimated from a standard

profile for subarctic winter conditions (McClatchey et al., 1972).

The P‐AERI observes downwelling spectral radiance in a range of 3 to 19 μm at sub‐minute resolution

(Knuteson et al., 2004a, 2004b). We use observations from the P‐AERI to further refine the CSCI and make

an approximation of cloud infrared (IR) OD. Specifically, we use P‐AERI spectral radiance in the 10.4‐μm

microwindow (a 5‐nm, 0.5‐cm‐1, wide representative “clear window” with minimal atmospheric emission)

to evaluate the clear‐air CSCI. We require all classified clear‐air columns to have atmospheric emission at

10.4 μm <2 mW/m2/sr/cm‐1.

To estimate the IR OD, we first use CAPABL's range resolved data identifications and reflectivity from the

35‐GHz MMCR general mode to estimate cloud boundaries. MMCR data with SNR exceeding ‐14 dB are

used. With temperature values described above, the emission temperature of the cloud at the base, top,

and geometric median altitude is estimated. From that emission temperature, cloud IR OD is inferred from

emission spectra measured by P‐AERI. The IR OD of optically thick clouds is well described by the emission

from the cloud base temperature. However, the emission temperature is difficult to determine in optically

thin clouds; therefore, the temperature at cloud base and top is used to bound this uncertainty in the IR OD.

Further, refinement of the CSCI is achieved by using the calculated IR OD. Of concern is a bias introduced

by not observing the whole ice column due to lidar extinction, possibly altering the interpretation of some ice

columns between ROIC and HOIC classifications. HOIC are expected to exist in narrow temperature ranges,

which means that they could be vertically stratified. Stillwell et al. (2018) note that CAPABL observed

approximately 75% of all ice voxels observed by the MMCR. As a precaution, columns labeled as ROIC or

HOIC with IR OD >1.5 are removed to avoid any possible bias resulting from incomplete ice

column observations.

The radiative impact of ROIC andHOIC is assessed using broadband solar and thermal irradiances. A pair of

pyrgeometers with sensitivity from ~3.5 to 50 μm are used to observe the upwelling and downwelling ther-

mal emissions (LW↑ and LW↓) (Miller et al., 2015; NOAAGRAD, 2017). The upwelling and downwelling

solar irradiances (SW↑ and SW↓) are measured by a pair of pyranometers, with sensitivity from 0.285 to

2.8 μm (Miller et al., 2015; NOAAGRAD, 2017). Riming and frosting are minimized by aspirating the instru-

ments, pyranometers with heated air and the pyrgeometers with ambient air, and daily checks.

Finally, MMCR data are used to quantify any possible radiative bias caused by the total quantity of ice in a

cloud. MMCR reflectivity data are used to calculate ice water content (IWC) per radar voxel using the power‐

lawmethod of Shupe et al. (2005). The a coefficient described by Shupe et al. (2005) is found by linearly inter-

polating between monthly average values described in that work (summarized in their Figure 2). Voxel IWC

is then integrated over the whole column to yield ice water path (IWP).
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2.2. Data Interpolation

The data described above are all collected at different temporal and spatial resolutions, summarized in

Table 1. To facilitate the analysis, all data are interpolated to the CAPABL scale as described by Stillwell et al.

(2018). Range resolved measurements such as those from radiosondes, MWR‐derived temperature profiles,

and ozonesondes are merged with model data, as described by Miller et al. (2015), to an altitude of ~58 km

AMSL. Data are then interpolated in two dimensions to CAPABL's data scale. Column and hemispheric

measurements such as those from PAERI, MWR, and broadband irradiances are incoherently averaged to

a similar time scale and then linearly interpolated to CAPABL's time scale. After interpolation, all data have

a temporal resolution of approximately 82 s and range resolved measurements have a vertical resolution of

approximately 25 m. Data are only used if CAPABL has valid data to classify the atmosphere for a given

time period.

2.3. RRTM

Clear‐sky broadband irradiances, LW↑CS, LW↓CS, SW↑CS, and SW↓CS, are estimated using RRTM

(Clough et al., 2005; Mlawer et al., 1997) at 1‐min resolution to match the broadband radiation measure-

ments. The calculations were performed following the method described in Miller et al. (2015) with data

described in section 2.1. Deviations from this method include (1) the temporal resolution at which we calcu-

lated the clear‐sky fluxes, and (2) when data are unavailable, steps requiring missing data are not performed

except when ECMWF data were unavailable, NRLMSIS‐00 data are substituted. We calculate fluxes at 75

levels throughout the atmosphere but only report surface values. The difference in modeled data has been

examined (not shown) but no major qualitative or quantitative differences exist between the two

approaches. The Pearson correlation coefficient between RRTM runs with ECMWF, and NRLMSIS‐00 for

LW↑CS, LW↓CS, SW↑CS, and SW↓CS is greater than 99.2%.

2.4. CRE

The SW, LW, and net radiation at the surface (Q) are a combination of the broadband radiation components:

QSW ¼ SW↓−SW↑

QLW ¼ LW↓−LW↑

Qnet ¼ QSW þ QLW

(1)

From this, SW, LW and net CRE are calculated as

CRESW ¼ QSWAll Sky
−QSWClear Sky

CRELW ¼ QLWAll Sky
−QLWClear Sky

CREnet ¼ QnetAll sky
−QnetClear Sky

(2)

Note that broadband radiation measurements and CRE are full hemispheric measurements, while measure-

ments from CAPABL, MWR, and P‐AERI are column/point measurements. As described below, measure-

ments of more consistent scenes (e.g., clear‐sky or overcast) provide the most definitive interpretation.

2.5. Assessing Radiative Impacts of HOIC

Two examples of CAPABL data are given to illustrate both the data available and the function of the ancil-

lary data to clarify and remove contradictory data. Here, we show 2 days that illustrate all the data filters, as

no single day clearly shows all the filters implemented. A typical observation set is given in Figure 1 for 3

October 2016 and, in Appendix B, Figure B1 for 22 August 2016.

To assess the radiative impacts of HOIC on the surface, CAPABL observations are used to categorize the

derived CRE data by atmospheric scene type: clear‐air, mixed‐phase, ROIC, and HOIC. The range resolved

data classification (Figure 1A) identifies ice clouds for most of the day with precipitating mixed‐phase clouds

in the middle of the day. Two modes of HOIC are observed throughout the 2‐year data set: one being a large

organized layer, seen in Figure 1, spanning approximately 2 hr and 4 km (similar to the event shown in

Neely et al., 2013), and many shorter sporadic events spanning no more than a few minutes and less than

100 m (similar to those shown in Stillwell et al., 2018, in their Figures 1 and 2). Using CAPABL, we are
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able to establish whether a voxel of ice crystals is dominated by HOIC. As such, these results are a

conservative estimate of the occurrence and impact of HOIC on CRE, because voxels that contain HOIC

but whose scattering is not dominated by HOIC are classified as ROIC. Though they are different in

spatial and temporal extent, it is important to note that both sets pass the same extensive data quality

procedures described in Stillwell et al. (2018).

The CSCI collapses the range resolved classification into the scene types versus time. The CSCI based on

CAPABL data are refined using observations from the MWR (Figure 1B) and observations and derived

Figure 1. Representative data from 3 October 2016. (A) CAPABL's classified observations, (B) LWP and error estimate

(σ LWP), (C) P‐AERI 10.4 μm radiance, (D) infrared OD (IR OD) with bounds (σ IR OD) from cloud top and bottom

temperatures, (E) IWP, (F) refined CSCI without 3‐hour consistency filter, and (G) net CRE. Note that P‐AERI radiance

errors are <1% of the measured radiance in all cases and are not plotted for readability.

Figure 2. Bivariate PDFs of CRE components by classification type as a function of SZA. Positive net CRE equates to

warming of the surface. Note the y‐scale difference for each row.
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products from the P‐AERI (Figure 1C and Figure 1 D). Contradictory data are removed (Figure 1F).

Inconsistent data can be observed between CAPABL and the MWR‐derived LWP in multiple ways. First,

during precipitation events, when CAPABL's signal is strongly attenuated by precipitation and cannot

observe regions of the cloud dominated by liquid (typically at cloud top), CAPABL can observe only ice pre-

cipitation, while the MWR observed liquid water. This is observed between ~20 and 24 UTC in Figure B1.

Second, CAPABL can observe liquid, while the MWR does not in two scenarios. The first such scenario is

mixed‐phase clouds occurring without large portions of liquid water, as is shown between ~3 and 4 UTC

or ~12 and 14 UTC on Figure 1. The second scenario is voxels with high backscatter coefficient but low depo-

larization ratio. This can either indicate particular aerosol layers, not shown here, or indicate inhomoge-

neous voxels whose scattering is dominated by ice but whose depolarization signal is contaminated by

clear‐air. This is observed after approximately 14 UTC sporadically in Figure 1. Further contradictions can

occur, for example, when optically thin diamond dust or fog, below CAPABL's observable range, are

observed by P‐AERI, which is observed between ~12 and 13 UTC in Figure B1. Additionally, as mentioned

above, cloud layers with IR OD unambiguously above 1.5, that is, all IR OD calculated with cloud top, mid-

dle, and bottom are above 1.5, are removed to avoid the possibility of not observing an entire ice cloud. All

contradictions are removed, but if no data exists, either through data agreement or lack of ancillary data due

to instrument downtime, to refute the CSCI, it is used without modification.

The final filter is applied to better compare point/column and full hemispheric measurements. A 3‐hr win-

dow is used to filter measurements (not applied in Figure 1 or Figure B1 for illustrative purposes). If a mea-

surement of a certain type does not occur more than half of the time in a given window, it is discarded. For

the period of interest (July 2015 to June 2017), the MWR, P‐AERI, OD (ice clouds removed with OD > 1.5),

and running average filter removed 9.2%, 4.6%, 3.2%, and 25.2% of data columns, respectively. Combined,

they remove 35.6% of the data as somemeasurements are removed by more than one filter. Using the refined

CSCI, the derived CRE (Figure 1G) values are assigned a category for all available data.

3. Results

The refined CSCI indicates clear‐air, aerosols, mixed‐phase, ROIC, HOIC, and obscured data occur 6.5%,

4.0%, 13.1%, 20.3%, 7.0%, and 13.5% percent of the time, respectively. The remaining 35.6% is removed as

described above by data filtering. HOIC occur in at least 25.6% of all observed ice‐only columns, the sum

of ROIC, and HOIC occurrence. By volume, HOIC is composed of ~1.4% of all ice voxel observations (a lower

limit based on the above described scattering and measurement sensitivity).

To summarize the 2 years of CRE categorization, bivariate probability distribution functions (2‐D PDFs) are

calculated for each categorization type as a function of CRE and SZA for the net SW and LW radiative com-

ponents as well as the total CRE, shown in Figure 2. In general, LW CRE is expected to be a weak function of

SZA through secondary surface and atmospheric temperature effects, and SW CRE is expected to be a strong

function of SZA tending to zero for SZA > 90o. This dependence is quantified by performing a linear regres-

sion on the maximum values of the 2‐D PDF for each SZA, using values with occurrence frequency above 10‐

4.05 yielding a line‐fit slope with units of W/m2 per SZAo. This is used as a proxy for cloud albedo, which the

authors cannot measure directly. For LW and net CRE, all SZAs are used; for SW only SZA < 90o is used.

Clear‐air CRE for both SW and LW should be approximately 0 for all SZA. For LW CRE, the occurrence fre-

quency reaches its maximum near zero CRE for all SZA (Figure 2A). The occurrence of nonzero SW CRE

values for clear‐air increases as SZA approaches 90o indicating a difficulty in comparing point measurements

to full hemispheric measurements especially with glancing solar rays (Figure 2E). Increasing the time inter-

val over which to apply the consistency filter limits this effect at the expense of data availability for analysis.

Clear‐air net CRE shows a weak SZA dependence (slope of 0.14 ± 0.02W/m2/SZAo) as Summit has high sur-

face albedo year‐round (Figure 2I). Summit does not experience major changes in surface albedo throughout

the year (like melting sea ice), but Miller et al. (2015) show a minor dependence of surface albedo on SZA.

No SZA dependence on LW CRE is observed for mixed‐phase clouds (Figure 2B; slope of −0.01 ± 0.01

W/m2/SZAo) with a median of approximately 85 W/m2. Both mixed‐phase and clear‐air show single mode

behavior in the LW that has been observed by previous studies (e.g., Shupe & Intrieri, 2004). A strong SZA

dependence is observed in the SW confirming previous studies discussed in section 1 that indicate cooling
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effects of clouds are more prominent in summer with minimum SZA

(Figure 2F). Net CRE for mixed‐phase clouds is strongly positive for all

SZAs observed at Summit (Figure 2 J), as observed by Miller et al. (2015).

Clouds containing ROIC and HOIC, in contrast to clear‐air and mixed‐

phase clouds, display a much larger range and variation of CRE values

for a given SZA. Both ROIC and HOIC show no clear LW CRE depen-

dence on SZA (Figures 2C and 2D) and show similar SW effects to

mixed‐phase clouds (Figures 2G and 2H). As SZA decreases from 90o,

the maximum observed net CRE decreases (Figures 2K and 2L).

A strong SZA dependence is seen in Figures 2F–2H. Slopes of 1.08 ± 0.01,

0.82 ± 0.04, and 1.02 ± 0.05 W/m2/SZAo are observed for mixed‐phase,

ROIC, and HOIC, respectively. This result indicates that for a given

SZA, mixed‐phase clouds reflect more SW energy than ice clouds, which

is well known in the Arctic (e.g., Curry et al., 1996). It also indicates that

for a given SZA, clouds containing HOIC reflect more SW energy than

those containing strictly ROIC, by 21.7 % ± 9.7%, which has been

hypothesized (e.g., Hirakata et al., 2014; Takano & Liou, 1989) but, to

our knowledge, not been previously observed. These results also lend con-

fidence that the HOIC observations are reasonable.

Further analysis on LW data not showing strong SZA dependence is performed by integrating across SZA.

Figure 3A depicts PDFs of the net LWCRE summed across all SZAs, and Figure 3B depicts PDFs of the cloud

IR OD. As described for Figure 2A and Figure 2B, clear‐air and mixed‐phase categories dominate the

extremes of the LW CRE, while ice clouds are more evenly distributed. However, ROIC and HOIC show dif-

ferent LW behaviors with ROIC indicating a bimodal behavior with corresponding local maxima near clear‐

air andmixed‐phasemaxima. Using the LWCRE data from both ROIC andHOIC distributions and applying

the two‐sample Kolmogorov‐Smirnov test (Marsaglia et al., 2003; Massey, 1951; Miller, 1956), to evaluate the

null hypothesis that the two sets of data come from the same continuous probability distribution, results in

the rejection of that hypothesis at the p < 0.01 confidence level. The difference between the PDFs of ROIC

and HOIC peaks at nearly a factor of 2 at ~40 W/m2. Similarly, the two‐sample Kolmogorov‐Smirnov test

also rejects the same null hypothesis for IR OD at the p < 0.01 confidence level. Note here that IR OD should

not be compared to the SW CRE described above. OD in the visible portion of the spectrum is not calculated.

Importantly, the results for LW CRE and IR OD show the same behavior originating from two nearly inde-

pendent data sources. CRE is a hemispheric parameter calculated with broadband radiation measurements

and calculated RRTM clear‐sky radiances, and IR OD is a column measurement using a clear microwindow

at 10.4 μm. The only link between these products is radiosonde‐derived temperatures. While all the data pre-

sented have distinct error sources, the consistent behavior from nearly independent data sets lends confi-

dence to the conclusion presented, as no systematic error source or error covariance is present. Clear‐air

columns have a single peak near zero CRE (IR OD) that falls quickly as LW CRE (IR OD) increases. CRE

decreases more slowly as it is a hemispheric parameter, whereas IR OD is a column measurement more

accurately classified by the CSCI. The PDF of mixed‐phase columns increases with increasing CRE (IR

OD) to a maximum near a state indicative of black‐body radiation. The PDFs of ROIC and HOIC intersect

twice with HOIC greater for the middle of the range of observations. For thin clouds, defined here as clouds

with IR OD ≤ 1, the median of LW CRE for layers containing HOIC (34.8 W/m2) is 8% higher than that of

ROIC (32.0 W/m2).

4. Discussion

One possible explanation for the difference in LW CRE (Figure 3A) and IR OD (Figure 3B) is differences in

the IWP of the cloud columns over the time period of interest, that is, HOIC and ROIC could occur in col-

umns with different average IWP. To evaluate this possibility for the entire data set, IWP PDFs are shown in

Figure 4 for all columns with IR OD < 1.5. We again perform a two‐sample Kolmogorov‐Smirnov test

applied to the IWP PDF. This test fails to reject the null hypothesis that the two sets of data come from

Figure 3. Univariate PDFs of the LW CRE (Panel A) and cloud IR OD

(Panel B). All possible LW CRE and IR OD data are presented that have a

valid refined CSCI identification.
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the same continuous probability distribution (p value of 0.68). This test

shows that while CRE and IWP are strongly related, the differences in

CRE cannot be attributed to differences in IWP in this case in a statisti-

cally significant manner.

A second possible explanation for the differences in CRE and IR OD is dif-

ferences in the vertical distribution of ice and by extension the emission

temperature of the cloud layers. To evaluate this dependency, we calculate

both layer median temperatures and the average vertical distribution

of IWC.

We use the temperatures described in section 2.1 from radiosonde profiles

and MWR data. Each layer's temperature is calculated and categorized by

the refined CSCI. We take a median of all layers over the 2‐year study for a given IR OD for a given column

type. Because of the difficulty in ascribing a temperature to a layer that is not optically thick, we analyze tem-

perature at cloud base (not shown), cloud median altitude shown in Figure 5, and cloud top (not shown).

Note that these temperatures are ascribed to each column and not each voxel to evaluate the entire layer

emission. HOIC layers are either equal in temperature or colder than ROIC layers for the majority of the

IR OD range. This finding, found at cloud median altitude, does not change using the results at cloud top

or cloud bottom. Similar to the result for IWP, while CRE and cloud temperature are strongly related, cloud

emission temperature cannot explain the differences in CRE and IR OD between layers containing HOIC

and those with only ROIC. In fact, the colder temperature of HOIC layers indicates the need to identify

an enhancement mechanism associated with HOIC that is elevating LW CRE. Note that similar conclusions

have be drawn using IWP as an independent variable instead of OD (not shown).

Another possibility to explain the observed difference in ROIC and HOIC LW effects is a difference in the

vertical distribution of ice. It is possible that the actual vertical distribution of ice is not similar between

the two classes and complicates the above argument about cloud temperature. To address this possibility,

we take the IWC calculated with the MMCR data and determine an average profile of IWC per classification

for the entire 2‐year period. The result is shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6, we determine that no fundamen-

tal difference in the vertical distribution of ROIC and HOIC capable of explaining an enhanced LW CRE is

visible. In fact, as with temperature, we find a contradictory physical effect where HOIC exist at higher alti-

tudes on average (i.e., longwave emission at higher/colder temperatures should be reduced). The altitude of

the median IWC value of ROIC and HOIC is at 1.2 km and 1.5 km, respectively. This reinforces the tempera-

ture analysis and leads us to conclude that the vertical distribution of IWC likely does not explain the differ-

ences we observe in the LW CRE of ROIC and HOIC. Yet, the issues with accurately making observations

that represent the full distribution of IWC throughout the atmosphere and determining whether these dis-

tributions contain HOIC does not preclude this possibility.

As the results of this study are dependent on observations, it is important to address any possible biases that

the measurements may have introduced and are influence our interpretation of the observed cloud proper-

ties. Two important errors to address are those associated with the retrievals of IWC and IR OD. IWC retrie-

vals have large errors, originating from the assumed power‐law relationship between IWC and radar

reflectivity, in general. However, it should be noted that these errors are

not expected to correlate with ice crystal orientation as the radar wave-

length is not small compared to the scatterers (Rayleigh scattering).

These errors cause no systematic bias over the 2‐year period of interest

and do not affect the conclusions described relating to the effect of

IWC/IWP on LW CRE. IR OD errors originate primarily from uncertainty

in the exact emission temperature of observed clouds. We bound these

errors with the extreme temperatures of the cloud edges. Using these

extreme values of IR OD, we also find no change in the relationship

between enhanced LW CRE and clouds containing HOIC relative to

clouds lacking HOIC.

LW CRE is a combination of emitted energy originating from the cloud

layer and surface energy scattered by the cloud layer. The observed IR

Figure 4. Univariate PDF of the IWP for all clouds observed with IR OD <

1.5. All possible IWP data is presented that has a valid refined CSCI

identification.

Figure 5. Cloud layer median temperatures at geometric median altitude

for all layers with a given optical depth. There are 50 IR OD bins for a

width of 0.03 per measurement. Note that clear‐air is not observed with IR

OD beyond 0.1. All possible IR OD data are presented that have a valid

refined CSCI identification.
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OD is also a combination of emitted energy and scattered surface energy.

Cloud emission and atmospheric emission can be parsed by way of a clear

microwindow in the P‐AERI spectrum. It is important to note, however,

that surface emission scattered by clouds is not parsed from cloud emis-

sion in this way and was assumed to be zero. In this way, LW CRE and

IR OD are different only in the field of view. We show that the LW CRE

and the observed IR OD for ROIC and HOIC are statistically different,

but that IWP is not. We also note that while the voxel temperature of

HOIC and ROIC are statistically different (not shown), the median layer

temperature, an estimate of the emission temperature, is higher for

ROIC than for HOIC. Thus, both primary drivers of cloud LW emission

(temperature and IWC) fail to conclusively explain the differences

observed in Figure 3.

Two possibilities for the enhanced CRE of clouds containing HOIC

compared to clouds containing strictly ROIC. First, the difference could

be related to differences in populations of ROIC crystals, that is, clouds

that have higher CRE also contain HOIC more frequently or have

conditions that favor the formation of HOIC. Second, HOIC could be

causing the observed differences directly. The data presented, specifically

the failure of two‐sample Kolmogorov‐Smirnov test applied to the IWP

distributions and the colder emission temperatures of clouds containing

HOIC compared to those containing strictly ROIC, lead us to favor the

latter conclusion.

Due to the incoherent nature of thermal emission, there is no physical

mechanism known to the authors that would alter the emission spec-

trum of the clouds based on crystal orientation. Therefore, the difference

could be due to scattering of surface LW emission, observed in both LW

CRE and IR OD measurements. Ice crystal diameters in the Arctic range

from ~100 μm to several millimeters indicating that the interaction of

radiation with the crystals in both SW and LW are well outside the

Rayleigh regime (where one would expect no functional dependence of

scattered light on orientation). Enhanced LW CRE by HOIC is not

observed in the limit of CRE as it approaches zero indicating that this

mechanism is less prominent in clouds with very small OD (i.e., clouds with little scattering) or with small

particles. As cloud IR OD increases, this effect is also minimized as black‐body absorption/emission dom-

inates. The same basic mechanism has been previously proposed (e.g., Takano & Liou, 1989) to enhance

SW cloud albedo.

5. Conclusions

The importance of cloud microphysical properties on CRE is well established. Given the vulnerability of the

GrIS to changes in CRE (e.g., Bennartz et al., 2013; Van Tricht et al., 2016), a better understanding of the

linkages of cloud microphysical properties to CRE is needed. The lack of understanding of CRE is made

prominent by its poor representation in climate models (e.g., Cawkwell & Bamber, 2002). Current simula-

tions of climate and cloud radiative transfer rely on parameterizations of CRE, which commonly assume

that the crystals within ice clouds are randomly oriented (Yang et al., 2005). At Summit from July 2015

to June 2017, HOIC occur in at least 25.6% of all data columns containing only ice or, as a lower limit,

1.4% of observed ice by volume. These observations indicate the inaccuracy of the ROIC assumption.

These HOIC may directly affect surface and TOA radiative balance and have indirect effects through ice

fall speed.

We present observations that, for the first time, suggest that clouds containing oriented ice crystals have

altered both SW and LW CRE over a continuously high albedo surface in the Arctic. We find that the LW

CRE and IR OD from clouds containing ROIC and HOIC fail the null hypothesis that they come from the

Figure 6. Average vertical distribution of IWC divided by classified lidar

data. All possible IWC data are presented that have a valid refined CSCI

identification.
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same continuous probability distribution function at the p < 0.01 confidence level. The results show that on

average clouds containing HOIC enhance surface warming by approximately 8% due to the possible effects

of enhanced LW opacity compared to clouds containing ROIC with IR OD ≤ 1, despite the fact that the

HOIC containing clouds were observed to have lower average emission temperatures. We also find that

clouds with HOIC have a SW CRE that increases faster as a function of SZA than clouds with only ROIC,

increasing surface cooling effects by approximately 22%.

It remains unclear whether the observed differences are caused by the presence of HOIC or whether the

cloud properties that result in the observed SW and LW CRE are also conducive to the occurrence of

HOIC. We hypothesize that the enhancement of LW CRE is due to LW scattering by clouds containing

HOIC (relative to clouds containing ROIC), a similar mechanism to that of SW enhancements. More

research is needed to confirm, or refute, this hypothesis. However, regardless of the mechanism, these

results clarify that observed clouds containing HOIC have increased (decreased) LW (SW) CRE (increased

heating and increased cooling, respectively), implying that assuming all ice crystals in clouds are randomly

oriented may result in low (high) biases in modeled LW (SW) CRE.

It should be noted that the relative importance of HOIC and ROIC on the SW and LW CRE of clouds is

highly uncertain. Comparatively, the relative importance of HOIC in lidar observations is highly dispropor-

tionate. Zenith and nadir pointing lidar observations, which are particularly sensitive to the occurrence of

HOIC, find several orders of magnitude difference (Platt et al., 1978; Sassen, 1980; Westbrook et al., 2010)

in the observed signal strength between clouds containing only ROIC versus clouds containing HOIC.

Such differences are known to cause biases in the estimates of cloud phase with lidar‐based observations

(e.g., Hu, 2007). However, it is unclear how to extend this well‐accepted observation to assess the importance

of HOIC on CRE, which is of importance to the wider community. As such, the importance of clouds con-

taining HOIC might not be weighed by their occurrence frequency alone. To our knowledge, there are no

tools currently available in the community to adequately model the relative impact of HOIC on CRE, espe-

cially in the LW. As such, the observations shown here provide motivation for the community to explore

these differences more closely.

The robustness of these observational results across larger scales, that is, pan‐Arctic or globally, also remains

to be tested, and more research is required to evaluate the validity of these results at other sites and their

implications for the TOA. We suggest that microphysical modeling of HOIC in the LW would aid the inter-

pretation of the results presented, similar to those presented by Takano and Liou (1989) for the visible por-

tion of the spectrum. We also suggest that future climate model studies explore atmospheric radiative

transfer parameterizations that account for ice crystal orientation, facilitating a method to explore the global

implications of how ice crystal orientation affects both SW and LW radiation at the surface.

Appendix A

The data quality control and data analysis for the CAPABL system are described in detail in Stillwell et al.

(2018). Here we summarize the classification scheme presented in Stillwell et al. (2018; Table 2) with the

flow chart given in Figure A1. First, CAPABL data is temporally and spatially integrated to increase the

signal‐to‐noise ratio of the raw data. In this work, raw data are collected at approximately 6‐m and 5‐s reso-

lution and are integrated to 25‐m and 82‐s resolution. Background photon counts are calculated and

removed. This raw data are then passed through a signal‐to‐noise ratio filter and speckle filter (described

in detail by Stillwell et al., 2018). This forms the Filtered CAPABL data used as a starting step in

Figure A1. Data that are available can be used to then calculate both backscatter ratio, using a Klett style

inversion, and polarization properties. Error estimates of polarization properties are also calculated. With

these quantities calculated, the base classification scheme is as shown in Figure A1. Note that all nonphysi-

cal values of backscatter ratio and polarization variables as well as variables with unacceptably high error

bounds are removed as described by Stillwell et al. (2018).

Note that the detailed implementation of this scheme including merging of analog and photon counting data

streams as well as orthogonal and nonorthogonal polarization calculations is detailed in Stillwell

et al. (2018).
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The base classified data from CAPABL are used to for the base CSCI as shown in Figure A2. This simple

version of a column mask is then refined using ancillary measurements. The refinement of the base CSCI

is preformed as in Figure A3. Contradictions are removed as well as any data that fail quality control mea-

sured implemented in previous steps.

Figure A1. Flow chart describing the CAPABL base identification.

Figure A2. Flow chart describing the base CSCI.
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Appendix B

A second data set used to further illustrate some of the filtering steps is described in section 2.5. In particular,

the LWP filter removes false‐positive mixed‐phase identifications before noon on this day and false ROIC

observations in a clear mixed‐phase region after 20 UTC. Further, the P‐AERI filter removes false‐positive

Figure A3. Flow chart describing the refinement of the CSCI with ancillary instrumentation.

Figure B1. Same as Figure 1 for 22 August 2016. Note that IWP is not presented for the entire day because theMMCRwas

not operational from 0 to 20 UTC on this day.
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clear‐air identifications near noon. Finally, this data clearly shows obscured CAPABL data that is identified

from approximately 13 to 16 UTC due to low‐level fog.
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